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June SCAMPS Meeting Location

The SCAMPS’ June meeting will be held Saturday June 4th at the home of Hal and Jane Cover located at 3077
Riverside Terrace in Chino. A luncheon is planned starting at 2 PM and the ladies are invited to attend.

Directions: coming from the West-take the 60 East to the Garey Ave exit (29B). Go right on S. Garey Ave to
Riverside Drive and turn left. Turn right on Cimmaron Circle-bear slightly left onto Riverside Terrace. The
Cover residence is on the right. Using Exit 29B from the westbound 60 will also hit S. Garey-follow the same
path into the area as noted above. Using Exit 12A from the northbound 71 will put you right onto Riverside
Drive-go right to Cimmaron Circle and onto Riverside Terrace.
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Let‟s start this edition of Gas Lines with a big “Get Well
Soon” to our dear friend Larry Bagalini who has been
struggling to overcome the effects of cancer. I‟m not
sure the extent of his cancer or the type, but from what
I‟ve seen making the email rounds his prostate, bladder
and lymph nodes have been affected. Some pretty
serious stuff for Larry and Mernie right now-I know all
the SCAMPS members join me in wishing Larry a
speedy recovery and all the support we can offer.
Perris field must be looking pretty good these days. I
know that the foxtails are unbelievable right now-we saw
that coming back in April. Gene Drake had apparently gone in and attacked the launch area with a weed
whacker during early May and did an admirable job of reducing the growth for us in the immediate launch
area. George Walter was impressed and caught Gene in action. The day was perfect for flying too-you can
see it was turning hot-thanks Gene!
If you go to the SCAMPS homepage on the internet you
can now download the Sticker design by Ray Beaumont,
for small rubber events. This 1942 beauty is a full size
CAD layout in PDF format you can have plotted at
Kinko‟s or other copy store that has at least a 32” printer.
The original construction article from the 1942 Model
Airplane News is also there if you want to refer to it. I
could not understand the wing construction reading those
notes, and developed the wing layout using shims and
nominal stock sizes to develop the rough wing shape on
the building board. It worked, but maybe there is an
easier way-anyone care to submit an article on the best
way to construct a Ritz wing? Thanks Kevin for making
this drawing available to anyone who wishes it. And
also a thank you to Garry Hunter who runs „The Plan Page‟ on the internet, the resource for this design-if you
have not explored here you need to go, it‟s really neat!
Other news-the San Diego Orbiteers and Fresno Gas Club dual meet for mid-May was cancelled due to
deteriorating conditions, and is scheduled to run on Memorial weekend. It may be history as you read this, if
not-you still have a chance to head up to Lost Hills and participate. Daniel Heinrich is leading the charge on
a bean feed for Saturday evening, and is soliciting side dishes via email right now. Sounds like a good
prelude to the night flying planned after, and it should be a full moon too. Hopefully the weather will
stabilize by then-it sure has been a crazy season for conducting FF contests!
Also coming up in June is the FAC WESTFAC III at the MMMFFMAC site near Denver. This event has
been getting plenty of national coverage and has started to attract some of the Midwest based FACer‟s who
normally attend the East Coast FAC Nationals, so a good mix is starting to develop. More details are found
at the WESTFAC site www.westernfac.com If you have any interest in scale model free flight then perhaps
this is for you-entry applications are still open and can be downloaded from the website. Roger Willis can
also brief you on the event if you have questions. I do believe in two years time this event will return to Perris
where it originated, so if not June this year, start building for WESTFAC IV in 2013!
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May SCAMPS Club Contest
by Hal Wightman, CD
SCAMPS MERMAC
(Monthly
Electric/Rubber May Airplane Contest)

Wednesday May 11th began as a very
foggy morning upon arrival at our
Perris flying field at 7:15 am. It began
to clear up about 8:15 and shortly
became a beautiful, comfortable,
cloudless day- about 70 deg. F. We
had some very strong thermals during
the morning. In fact, we had 5 OOS
flights that day. Joe Jones reported to
me on Wednesday evening that his
Korda Wakefield had been found and
would be available for pickup next
week. John Riese lost two small
Harbor Freight electrics in very strong
thermals while competing in our
electric monthly contest and Milon
Viel lost his large 7‟ Albatross. Before I left the field, I saw one more model disappear after a motor run
timer failure. We did have a good turnout with more than 25 cars noted in the parking lot at one point.
We had three club contests Wednesday; twin pusher mass launch, moffett, and electric. Because of the various
events available in electric we ran that contest with the following rules to attempt to handicap the models. We
allowed members to fly F1Q based on (3) 3 minute maxes using 15 sec. motor runs, E-36 based on (3) 2
minute maxes with 15 sec motor runs (with the total times multiplied by 1.5 for the posted time for the contest)
and the Harbor Freight entries to fly unlimited motor runs for (3) 3 minute maxes.
Contest results
Twin Pusher

1st
2nd

Joe Jones
Allan Arnold

203
22

Burnham
DeLameter

Moffett

1st

Bob Goldie
John Riese
Bernie Crowe

375
DQ‟d*
DNF

Williams
Williams
Williams

*

Did not have a standup peg for 3 point stance for at rest position.

Electric

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th

Bernie Crowe
Kevin Sherman
Mike Pykelny
John Riese
Richard Smith
Hal Wightman

538
519
497
473
416
153

Noah‟s Quark (F1Q)
AstroStar (F1Q)
Joule Box (E-36)
(misc) Harbor Freight
(misc) Unlimited motor run
Sparky (E-36)

As a matter of note, Bernie Crowe is on the rules committee for E-36 and the rules have recently changed allowing
brushless motors and Lithium batteries along with 15 sec motor runs. My Sparky has NiCd batteries driving a brushed
motor and it is obviously not competitive!
I brought my measuring tape and scale to the contest and had the Moffett flyers bring their models for qualifyingsomething we haven‟t done in the past-good training. Thanks to all who participated!
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Images from the May SCAMPS meeting at Milon Viel’s shop

Bob Chase and Jennie Williams checking out Milon's '32 Ford hotrod.

photos by George Walter

Milon's 1929 Packard

Allan Arnold, John Donelson, Floyd Reck, Richard Smith & Fernando Ramos
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Finding models in the weeds

by Kevin Sherman

This year‟s rains have left heavy growth on most of our west coast flying fields, including Lost Hills and Taibi
International at Perris. Lost Hills has more growth than I have ever seen before, and several flyers have lost models
there. The week before we shared the field with the San Valeers, the FAI SCAT club res-scheduled their contest; this
had been rained out earlier. It was reported that a few of the flyers there practicing for the World Championships lost
airplanes in the brush. We found it difficult to find model landing in the brush unless you were right next to it when it
landed at our contest too. Even guys with locators were finding the going tough. Worse, the brush was getting caught
in chase bike exhausts and Bud Romak found his Cub on fire (no, he did not burn it on purpose after crashing on it).
Caution and persistence was the name of the day.
Perris has experienced a similar growth explosion from the rainy winter. During the FAC contest, John Donelson and
Roger Willis reported lost models. Luckily, Skip Robb found John‟s the following Wednesday. Dick Smith and I
also helped John search for his model. A few weeks ago, Bernie Crowe put his F1Q up in near calm conditions, but it
caught a thermal which carried it towards the RC field. He got a good line, but after an extensive search (I aided), the
model was not located.
Bernie went home dejected, but we discussed him calling our ACE-In-The-Hole, Bob Chase who has an ultra-light over
at the Perris Airport. Bob agreed to come out the following Saturday to fly over the area. As Bernie‟s luck would
have it (it is bad, but at least it is consistent), the wind was really howling and it did not look like Bob would be able to
fly. Bernie, my dad and I decided to search on foot again. We parked our truck where Bernie thought he launched
from to use as part of the line and went to the area of wheat where the other end of his line was. We had searched a lot
in the nearest field, and decided we would have seen it if it had landed there and thought that it had to be further. So, we
looked in the distant field. Bernie and I made a pass, while my dad caught his breath. No luck, so we moved over
slightly and came back-again no luck. We just started out again, and I saw some orange; it was his model. We were
elated to say the least. Anyone who has left a model behind knows the empty feeling Bernie had. As we walked back
to the truck, we heard a buzz in the air, and it was Bob Chase braving the tough conditions. We held the model up to
show him we had found it and he gave us a wing waggle in acknowledgement.
Bob Chase was at our field again for Wednesday‟s flying session, and Milon Viel lost his Albatros. Again, Bob came
to the rescue. He drove over to the airport and quickly found the model from the air drove back and walked out and
retrieved the model. We really want to thank Bob for going above and beyond. We are so lucky to have a modeler and
ultra-light pilot in the club.

2011 SCAMPS Monthly Contest Schedule
Month
Jun

Day
8

Rubber
4oz Wake / 8oz Wake

Power
B - D AMA Gas

CD
B. Crowe

Jul

6

Jimmy Allen / Comml Rubber

30-sec Antique

R. Thomas

Aug

10

OT Large Rubber (comb)

1/2A - C Gas (Nos)

P. Ronney

Sep

14

Coupe (F1G) / HLG / CLG

OT ABC Combined

A. Arnold

Oct

19

Nos Wake / Nos Rubber

F1Q / E36 / Harbor Fr.

F. Ramos

Nov

16

P-30 / Jimmy Allen

1/2A - A AMA Gas

G. Walter

Dec

9

Gollywock Mass Launch +
OT Small Rubber (comb)

B - D AMA Gas

K. Sherman

5

6

7

8

9

